Author:
Subject:

N9OGL
THE FBI ARE A BUNCH OF FUCKTARDS!!!

THIS WAS RETURNED TO MY EMAIL BOX, CLAIMING THAT THE FBI MARKED IT AS
SPAM...WHAT THE FUCK DOES THAT TELL YOU ALL??? IT SEEMS THE FBI ARE ASSHOLES
WHO ARE DOING WHAT THESE FUCKING MORONS ARE CLAIMING...ALL I CAN TELL
THE FUCKING COCKSUCKERS...YOU WANT ME...COME AND GET ME, BECAUSE I WILL
FIGHT YOUR SORRY ASS IN COURT!!!!
Re: K1MAN
Tuesday, August 11, 2009 3:28 PM
From: "Todd Daugherty"
To: "Karol Madera"
Cc: springfield@ic.fbi.govKarol,
Exactly what I was going to say, they seem unable to connect the dots OR They are siding with CROW,
which is a bad move for them...something to bring up in COURT
If funny the FBI thinks they have me, with what information they got from CROW and his friends,
BUT what those MORONS at the FBI don't realize all the INFORMATION I've gathered over the
years... Well I'm looking for a nice little Island.
Karol, this isn't about FREE SPEECH like those MORONS at the FBI believe, This is about
Harassment and how the government (FBI, Local Law enforcement, and the FCC just to name a few)
has ALLOW this shit to continue on...I want those MORONS at the FBI to go after me, if it means
putting an end to ALL this shit...after all, like I said there is an Island I'm looking to buy hi hi
Todd N9OGL
PS. Please note I sent this to those MORONS at the FBI...maybe Brian Crow can bring cookies and
read it to them, since they don't know how READ.

--- On Tue, 8/11/09, Karol Madera wrote:
From: Karol Madera
Subject: Re: K1MAN
To: "Todd Daugherty"
Date: Tuesday, August 11, 2009, 12:27 PM
T
Inferentially but VERY strongly from Glenn's own writings, as well as from several teleconversations I
had w/ him several years ago, the FBI came to visit Glenn at least once....
So, consider this....
From my sources, the FBI [never mind local LE] has either visited or have a serious file opened on at
least the following--all as a consequence of Psycho Brian CROW K3VR's FRAUDulent and closely
related mischief--in rough sequence order:
K1MAN
VK2BVS
VE7KFM
WA1BHV
N3ZV
N9OGL
KB9RQZ
N9PH
We all know, from the events/circumstances surrounding 9/11 that the FBI is incompetent/unable to
connect the dots/their own files....
But, after 9/11 and especially in view of the fact that many of the above had/have the moniker
"terrorist" or 'friend of terrorist' [falsely] associated with them by Psycho Brian K3VR, even the
incompetent FBI and their handmaidens should by now be able to connect the dots/files and come to
the conclusion that the MAIN and arguably ONLY problem w/ all of this... wait for it... is Brian CROW
K3VR....
Shove this up the FBI's asshole [by writing the Director] the next time they accost you!!!
73 & GL
K

On 8/11/09, Todd Daugherty wrote:
Yes, I also would like to know how many times the FBI had visited K1MAN, thanks to Brian Crow
K3VR
Todd N9OGL
The Bureau of Bad Behavior

--- On Tue, 8/11/09, Karol Madera wrote:
From: Karol Madera
Subject: Re: K1MAN
To: "K1MAN14275@aol.com"
Date: Tuesday, August 11, 2009, 9:24 AM

Glenn:
Seen it, some time ago, as inferred/directed in one of my short e-mails to you yesterday....
And your point is???
That Brian CROW K3VR is an Obsessive-Compulsive PSYCHO??? Then AGREED!!!
Anything else, other than what I labouriously collated in our/the public interest [HI] over the past ~3
years on http://members.shaw.ca/ve7kfm/ ???
BTW I notice that you did NOT confirm/answer my direct question as to whether or not Psycho Brian
ALSO sent the FBI to your door [as you inferred] and if so, how many times....
In case you don't realize it, the FBI and Psycho's other "3-letter alphabet-soup agencies" [including our
Royal Canadian Mounted Pussies a.k.a. RCMP] coming to people's doors further to his FRAUDulent
complaints--especially when leaving w/ a 'bloody noses'--is a Badge of Honour for some of us these
days....
How about you? HI....
RSVP
73
Karol

On 8/11/09, K1MAN14275@aol.com wrote:

...The NEW Center for Media Studies...

On Sat, Aug 8, 2009 at 9:57 AM, Karol Madera <ve7kfm@gmail.com> wrote:
Laura:
From http://myrockport.com/world.htm [no friend of mine]
This website, colloquially self-described as the UNHAM site, is arguably best known for its
colourful pics [click on any of the 3 Banner Logos at the top] and has over the past decade+
traditionally been used as a clearing house/control center for UN-HAMS [get it?] including the "14.275
Mafia" expressly to wage on-air wars/mayhem....
BTW Further to the 'noise' generated in its many inventive variants, for years now, about David
WA1BHV by your Psycho Brian K3VR....
Is threatening someone [with death using a gun or otherwise] at a place/date/time certain already past
a Crime now in the Excited States of HAMereeka?
Hint, hint....
73 & GL
Karol

